Websites are now the basic requirement to an increasing number of communication and business strategies. The usability of a website, effectiveness of its interface, as well as its amount of information, ease of navigation, and user friendliness of its functions, are central to the success of these strategies. Yet these important design qualities remain to date undefined and difficult to evaluate in a convenient and objective way. In this article, we describe the development of the Automatic Website Evaluation System (AWES), an automated website evaluation tool. AWES is applied to 61 Hong Kong hotel websites. HTML tags representing categories of the information pertinent to effective website design are automatically collected and classified. The results can provide objective and quantitative guidance to website design.
Introduction align text into tables, or place images (separate computer files) into specific locations in order to present the layout of a website. Often this creative With the emergence of low-cost broadband transmission and improvements in personal comprocess is in the hands of web page designers whose background and training may be more techputer systems, online shopping is increasingly becoming just another way for consumers to shop, nical than design oriented. The result, hence, may be a website design that is technology heavy but and for businesses to market and sell their products and services. As websites function in many that fails to satisfy the needs of customers, and consequently businesses. An area where this is aspects in the business environment, their appearance, organization, and contents can have a conclearly the case is in the tourism industry. In Hong Kong, tourism is a major source of income. In siderable influence on the behavior of online consumers. Seeing this, businesses are now giving 2004, Hong Kong received 21.8 million visitors (Tourism Commission, 2005) and it was common more attention to website design. Usually, web pages are created by using a programming lanfor visitors and potential visitors, prior to their visits, to use the Internet to make their travel plans. guage that employs tags to indicate boldface font, 256 CHAN AND LAW Importantly, then, travel websites are often the Usability prospective visitors' first contact with Hong Kong.
Users generally determine the usefulness of a To date, however, there has been little attention website based on its usability or ease of use. The given to the important topic of the design, and the usability of web pages has been measured in a vaimpact of the design, of tourism-related websites riety of ways. Ivory (2000) presented a web page on users.
matrix, composed of 42 features of a web page, The Internet is transforming transaction prowhich can affect usability. These 42 features were cesses in the tourism and travel industries, making then grouped under three headings of page compothem more competitive. Buhalis (2002) indicates sition, page formatting, and overall page. Most of that e-business can cope with the transformation these features under page composition and formatfrom the traditional business operation. Ultimately, ting (e.g., the number of words and font style) are the efficiency and development of this medium are represented quantitatively. Some of the more abdirectly related to the technologies and the interstract features clustered under an overall page, face through which the websites are developed. It however, cannot be measured quantitatively, someis, therefore, important to establish and, if possiwhat compromising the objectivity of the metric. ble, codify what would constitute good web page design practice in the area of e-commerce in travel
Website Structure and tourism. It would certainly be useful if web designers could refer to some commonly agreed Ivory and Hearst (2002) suggested measures upon standards that allow the convenient, objecfor assessing design quality and usability of webtive, and quantitative evaluation of important website structure that represent website design elesite features (Law, Ho, & Cheung, 2004) . Examments within a triangular schema. At the base of ples of these features are the appearance of text the triangle are text, links, and graphics. These fonts, color contrast, and multimedia. These stanprovide the foundation for elements at the upper dards can then be applied automatically. levels but are most obviously operational in the This article describes a study that makes an iniinterface. Website elements that are assigned to tial attempt to establish a standard for evaluating upper levels of the triangle schema, such as forthe design of websites and an automatic process matting, serve to assist users in forming a reprefor evaluating the design of web pages in the consentation of how to go about accessing a site's text of hotels. Although some prior studies such content. as the work by Ivory (2000) have evaluated web pages in the context of travel and tourism, these Color Contrast studies were primarily related to, or based on, formatting. Modifying the approach that was initiated Color contrast has an effect on the readability of a website, and the combination of text color and by Ivory and Hearst (2002) , a page format structure that classifies the formatting of website into background color can persuade viewers to use a website. Color contrast can also drive users away four main areas-contrast, font, multimedia, and others-is proposed in this research. Figure 1 from using a website. Lindsay (1999) suggested that the colors used in computer graphics are presents the proposed web page format structure.
based on psychological and/or biological considerLiterature Review ations, and that colors can attract users to browse the website and to stay with it. Researchers have To date, work on website evaluation has mainly focused on the areas of usability and of website proposed various guidelines for choosing the right colors. For example, Schraff and Ahumada (2002) structure. More narrowly, it has taken account of basic design elements such as the use of fonts and recommended the use of plain backgrounds with moderate-to-high-contrast text on patterned backcolors. This section briefly reviews current website evaluation metrics and related references in grounds. Similarly, Ivory (2002) discussed the importance of using a small number of browser-safe these areas. colors, default link colors, and color combinations and easy access to other web pages (Haffner, Roth, Engel, & Meinel, 2000) . Effective hyperwith adequate contrast.
links are central to the overall web browsing experience.
Use of Text
In Ivory's (2000) proposed web page matrix, Tables there are several criteria related to text font. Like contrast, the style and size of font can affect the There are many ways to group and present text and graphics but the most popular are tables and readability of a web page. Similarly, Schraff and Ahumada (2002) noted that the careful selection frames. Wan (2000) noted that the use of frames not only slows load times, it makes it more diffiof a font style and size is important in website design and that different styles of applications cult for users to make a page becomes a "favorite." This may account for the greater popularity need different styles of font. The font size also affects the text on a page. Specifically, Ivory of tables as a formatting tool. Tables also allow the addition to web pages of borders and graphics, (2002) suggested that the average font size should be between 8 and 12 when the text is describing and allow convenient spacing and text alignment. Kim and Albers (2003) suggested that using tables the content. on a web page can increase the readability of the page. Multimedia Broadly speaking, multimedia includes any faPage Length and Layout cility that can display text, graphics, images, and sound. Multimedia has been found to have the The basic web page elements must be laid out on a page of a certain length and for the optimal ability to motivate customers to use a website (Nicol, Gutfreund, Paschetto, &B Rush, 1999) . Beeffect. Marcus (1997) stated that the optimally organized screen layout requires the manipulation of cause multimedia presentations can increase customers' satisfaction, most users prefer websites three primary resources. These include i) use an underlying grid layout, ii) standardizing the screen with multimedia and the technology is widely used in business websites including large-scale, inlayout, and iii) grouping related items. Page format has been posited as a major issue in website house, and data-heavy business applications (Barry & Lang, 2001 ). Hyperlinks are a type of multimestructure (Ivory & Hearst, 2002) , having a potentially major impact on user satisfaction. Bhatti, dia and have the crucial ability to allow users fast Bouch, and Kuchinsky (2000) recommended that
Text in black on a white background is certainly more visible and easy to a human eye than black website pages should avoid the use of scroll bars, as visitors do not like to spend time on scrolling text on a blue background. The need for contrast would be evident in an example of white text on pages.
a gray background, where the white text could only be read with difficulty.
Methodology and Findings
The Automatic Website Evaluation System Background (AWES) uses two formulae, as proposed in the W3C Working Draft (2000), to evaluate contrast. To access a website, an Internet user will browse One formula is for calculating color differences with software such as Microsoft Explorer or Netand the other one is for calculating differences in scape Navigator. These browsers read specially color brightness. coded web pages and process them so that they
The color difference formula is are viewable on a computer screen. To receive this information, the user's computer makes a request value = 0-765 = [max(Red value 1, Red value 2) over the Internet to an agent computer called a − min(Red value 1, Red value 2)] + [max(Green web server. The web server then responds to the request by sending the encoded web page back to value 1, Green value 2) − min(Green value 1, the user, and the user's browser makes the web Green value 2)] + [max(Blue value 1, Blue value page viewable on a computer monitor or other de-2) − min(Blue value 1, Blue value 2)] (1) vice.
When a web page is accessed, the browser softThe color brightness formula is ware interprets specially coded web pages and displays the contents on the computer screen. The value = 0-255 = ((Red value × 299) + (Green page itself is generally coded in html (Hyper Text value × 587) + (Blue value × 114))/1000 (2) Markup Language), which is simply a standard way of representing the format and contents of all Detail of Text information on a web page. The html tag contents are classified into different property groups. The Even in a multimedia environment, text regrouping criteria are the following features. mains a central way for web pages to deliver important information about products or services.
Use of Background Color
Decisions about design features such as combinations of font color, font size, and font family can Good web page design often makes good use have a significant impact on how effectively text of color but it is important that the color contrast can contribute to the clarity and immediacy of the relation between the informative text and the backweb page message. The issue of variety is pertiground be fully understandable. At each extreme, nent here. On the one hand, many web pages will a background may be specified as either a pure benefit from a style that applies a limited selection color or an image (picture). If a background color of text design features. On the other hand, careful or image is specified, the browser begins by paintand informed design may also make use of a more ing the specific portion or the entire page with varied selection of features. Certainly, font propercolor or image, and then proceeds to add the conties should be taken into account in any web page tent. Values of 500 and 125 for color difference design evaluation system. In our system, if a deand brightness are assigned to the web pages that fault setting is used, the specific attribute is ascontain only pictures as background and that carry signed a value of zero. no informative text.
A background image has the potential to reduce Multimedia the readability of a display so it is important not to use images with dense detail and vivid colors.
Non-text elements such as images, multimedia objects, logos, photographs, artwork, Java applets, Similarly, low-contrast pages are difficult to read. and other types of web page contents also contribinterpreter in that it targets the web page design language, and breaks the analytical task into a ute to making an attractive web page. In addition to images and text elements, web developers have number of different parts. AWES utilizes commonly available browsers embraced multimedia technologies that allow web pages to include presentations, short movies, or as the graphical user interface to allow users to input a specific web page address (URL) to be other content with synchronized audio and video tracks. Some developers have also started using evaluated, and provides several options for users to choose from, based on the expected output dissuch technologies as Real Video, a form of "streaming" multimedia that allows users to watch play. Figure 3 shows the input interface of AWES.
In this research, we analyzed the home pages online videos with relatively little delay. Multimedia may make a stronger and more immediate imof the websites of 66 Hong Kong hotels (Table 1) . These hotels comprised all the members of the pression on visitors than text, and is also taken into account in the evaluation system.
Hong Kong Hotels Association that have their websites listed on Expedia.com, Travelocity.com, and Hotels.com, which represent the world's lead-
Number of Tables and Length of Front Page
ing intermediary websites for making hotel room The number of tables on a web page and the reservations. The hotel websites were divided into length of a website's front page are also included three categories of luxury, midpriced, and econas parameters in our evaluation system. Tables are omy, in line with their star ratings. Generally used to present information-whether that inforspeaking, fuve-star hotels fall into the luxury catemation be textual or graphical-in rows, columns, gory, four-star hotels are in the midpriced cateand cells. This allows flexible page layout design gory, and two-and three-star hotels are in the as web developers can freely insert space and execonomy category. As Hong Kong does not have tra lines between words and tags without disturban official star rating system, our samples are cateing the ultimate appearance of the page. Nowagorized with reference to the three most prominent days, however, web developers want greater websites (Expedia.com, Travelocity.com, and Hotel. control over spacing in a document and they may com). The evaluation system is set to the most create tables by simply adding extra spaces becommonly used screen resolution, 1024 × 768 pixtween column entries. This process can be faciliels. In this research, the study evaluates the front tated by table tags that format everything between page, the page that users most often first retrieve. these tags as preformatted text.
Page length has been cited as an important paProcedure rameter of readability. Black (1997) suggested that a well-designed web page should not require any AWES consists of three modules: a scanning scrolling. The automatic evaluation software uses module, a parsing module, and an evaluation moda pixel count of the computer display to calculate ule. The scanning module retrieves web page the length of the front page of each website.
source file as input to the browser. It filters the contents of the page and breaks the file into meanImplementation ingful groups of characters called tokens. This phase also separates the contents of a web page AWES has been developed to evaluate the readability of websites of Hong Kong-based hointo two groups (group 1 and group 2). Group 1 is retained as meaningful content that serves as tels. The use of this system is intended to produce evaluations that are not just automatic, but also input into the evaluation module. It will be further analyzed later. Group 2 is discarded as not being consistent, transparent, and objective. Figure 2 shows the logic flow for AWES. The system berelevant to page layout. Figure 4 shows the html source file of a sample web page used by AWES. gins by downloading a specific web page URL. It then parses the source file and reports characteris- Figure 4 contains four major classes of instructions: html tags, style sheet, JavaScript, and comtics of the corresponding web page via a browser. The system is similar to a programming language ment/content texts. Each of these four classes of 260 CHAN AND LAW instructions is represented differently: html tag is "href" is the property name. The property name is followed by a path. Here the path is "top. in normal font, style sheets are in bold, JavaScript is underlined, and context texts are italicized. A html." Words and values are separated with special characters such as spaces, indicated by hotag starts with a special character, the triangular opening bracket <, which is followed by a reserve rizontal parallels, "=," and double code. Some tags also require an ending tag to end the function proword, and ends with a triangular closing bracket >. Some tags will have properties, and these propvided by a tag. Take line 22 as an example; failure to include the tag </center> in the source erties can be specified inside the tag. An example of such a specification can be seen in line 25 of would cause all hyperlinks in the defined table and its contents to be centered. All reserved words of Figure 4 . In the phrase <a href="top.html">, "a" is the reserved word for hyperlink and layouts that are related to html tag are prestored Figure 3 . Interface of AWES. in a table inside the scanning module. After the also be represented with style sheets. These are also grouped into group 1. Style sheets can be repscanning processing, the tags that match the reserved words in the list will be collected as one resented in three different ways: i) they can be stated inside a tag as at line 18 of the example in group (group 1) to be parsed later and the others will be classified into another group (group 2). Figure 4 , ii) specified inside the source file (line 4-line 7), or iii) stored in an external file. The Figures 5 and 6 show the group 1 and group 2 codes for our example.
rules for writing style sheets are slightly different from those for tags. In line 5 of Figure 4 , body The html tag properties and their values can Figure 5 . Source that will be used for evaluation (group 1). {background-color:FFFFAA}, the characters intains reserved words, a property name, a property value, and a delimiter. The system will then store side the curly brackets {} are the properties. In front of the brackets we find the tag name/names the property name and corresponding value. For example, <span style="font-size:30">, the rereferencing this property. Most of the style sheets will affect the web page layout, and therefore all served word "font-size" is the Fonts group, and it has a value of 30. Other characters in the tag will style sheets will also be grouped into group 1.
JavaScript is a programming language that is be omitted. After parsing all the tags/style sheets, the data will be passed to the evaluation module. commonly used on web pages. It provides interactive functions and enhances usability but its use is Finally, the page length is evaluated by a specific function using JavaScript. The function code not within the scope of this study. All JavaScript codes are thus passed over and put into group 2.
is added at the end of the html code to calculate the actual size. The result is calculated and passed Finally, as content text will not affect the layout design of a web page, it is also classified into into the system for later use. The computed web page size is next compared with a manually meagroup 2. After the data are scanned and classified, group 2 data are discarded. Group 1 data are sured size. The comparison result shows that the accuracy of the calculated size is more than 95%, stored and then passed into the analysis (parsing) module.
and the remaining 5% is the error in loading an external style sheet file that leads to an incorrect Inside the parsing module, AWES uses a table with presaved reserve words. Tags in group 1 html layout. The evaluation module is for characteristics from the scanning module will be classified into corresponding property groups by searching reanalysis and printing output. Results of all tags in group 1 from the parsing module are summed up served words that are matched in the table. After a property group is identified, its tag will be broin this module. The evaluation module presents the output results either in a table or in Excel forken down into different parts. A common tag con-264 CHAN AND LAW Figure 6 . Source that will not be used for evaluation (group 2). mat, and the results are displayed on a computer ever, is quite diverse. It is very difficult to detect the contrast of the background color in a specific screen. Tables 2, 3 and 4 show the results of the analysis of the luxury, midpriced, and economy section that has superimposed text. However, the values obtained are still above the range as prehotels.
sented by the W3C Working Draft (2000). Interestingly, although it has been noted that the use of Analysis and Discussion a "welcome" page may try the patience of some Table 5 shows the comparison results of the web surfers (Burns, 2002), as Table 2 shows, over three hotel categories.
50% of the luxury hotels do still have a welcome page. Color
Although the range of values for color is quite
Use of Text wide, there is no significant difference among the three categories. This result is likely due to the Like color, the use of text varies in a wide range of values. The difference among the three fact that most homepages use a picture as background. The color distribution of the picture, howcategories is, however, not insignificant. In gen- Table 3 Result of Midpriced Hotels eral, different hotel categories make use of a simichanges in font styles (size, color, and family) would not match this need. lar set of values of font size and font family. This likeness does not extend to font color but the findings for attributes in this group are not significant. Multimedia This is not unexpected, as the main function of a hotel website is presumably to provide informaThere are significant differences in number of graphics and number of links used on web pages. tion rather than to entertain. An entertainmentoriented web page would use a wider variety of Specifically, midpriced and luxury hotels have significantly more graphics than their economy colors, sizes, and font types. The primary need for a visitor to a hotel website is to browse the web counterparts. Websites in the luxury category also use 15% more graphics than those in the midpage comfortably. A wide variety and constant However, the home pages of luxury hotels are sigin turn, use 92% more graphics than the economy hotels. Such a difference is probably due to the nificantly longer than the home pages of economy hotels. More specifically, the home pages of luxfact that room rates in the luxury and midpriced hotels are higher than the economy hotels. Thus, ury hotels are 28% longer than midpriced hotels, which, in turn, are 14% longer than the economy these higher end hotels need more graphics to introduce their facilities and services. As with the hotels. Again, the reason is the same as for the use of multimedia and hyperlinks. These hotels pronumber of graphics, there is a significant difference among the three hotel categories in terms of vide a more information-rich website. the number of hyperlinks. In particular, luxury hoConclusions tels have 36% more hyperlinks than midpriced hotels, and the midpriced hotels use 110% more Our analysis of hotel web pages leads to spehyperlinks than their economy counterparts. The cific conclusions in the three areas of Background reason for such a difference is similar to that of Contrast, Detail of Text, and Multimedia. the multimedia. However, there is no significant difference in number of flashes/animations.
Background Contrast
In this measurement, the analyzed sites per- Tables and Page Length formed similarly. The largest contrast and brightness value between text and background are 765 In the attribute of number of tables, the luxury and midpriced hotels have significantly more taand 255, but the W3C Working Draft (2000) proposes that values at least of 500 and 125 are acbles than the economy hotels. Hotels in the luxury category use 17% more tables than hotels in the ceptable. In this study, the overall mean values of color contrast and font brightness are 589.33 and midpriced category, and the midpriced hotels use 158% more tables than the economy hotels. This 184.88, respectively, for hotel websites in Hong Kong. This implies that the visibilities between shows that websites of hotels at the high end have more information presented in tables to show their text and background colors of the categories of hotels are good as a whole. customers. In relation to page size, home pages 268 CHAN AND LAW
Detail of Text
registers in which the websites are operating (e.g., e-commerce, informative, government service), The results, however, reveal that the hotel weband in the features and attributes that might be insites use a very small number (ranging from 1.27 cluded in the evaluations. Another possible area of to 2.27) of font color, size, and family. This makes future research would be to compare and contrast the content information more presentable and stylthese automated findings with the intuitions of ish. Such a pattern also matches the general conusers. We should also investigate to determine cept of using less text in order to visually pleasing whether we would get similar outcomes if an enviewers. Although we can quantify the family, tire website is analyzed rather than only the home size, and color, the results show no clear indicapage, whether websites in different languages extion or direct relationship among the three categohibit similar behavior, what the most desirable ries of hotels. This could be attributed to the fact level is for contrast between text and background, that this group relates to the components of the and what exactly users look for on a hotel website. detail of text and design of web pages.
